Welcome to my May newsletter - apologies for missing April but I've been busy
with some exciting writing projects. My short story collections have been
updated with new covers and are now republished but also, I've created a pen
name ~ Rachel Cavanagh. Rachel will not only be writing the dog-detective
Henry stories but is also preparing something else... more about that in the
future!

*Introducing Rachel Cavanagh*
I'm excited to announce that my new 'Rachel
Cavanagh' books are out. Some of you will
recognise 'Oh, Henry'. It's the same book as
before (with some tweaks) but
'Henry Goes to the Beach' (a 13k spin-off short) is
now available! And... there will be many more
Henry stories to follow so make sure you follow
@RachelCavAuthor on Twitter and/or Facebook.

OH, HENRY

HENRY GOES TO THE BEACH

There have been amateur sleuths,

The Case of the Missing Case

there have been talking animals –
Henry is both. This is Family Guy's
Brian meets Poirot meets My Fair Lady.

When given the day off, laboratory
assistant Gwynne Davies and her

Henry, a talking Jack Russell, is part of

colleague and erstwhile sidekick Jack
Russell dog ‘Henry Forsyth the First’

a small team researching a cure for
Multiple Sclerosis. He is the target of

aka ‘Henry Houdini’, decide to go to
the beach. As with much in Henry’s

several dognappers but can he use

life, things don’t go smoothly, even

his wit or guile to outwit them and,
with the help of laboratory assistant

before they leave the house!

Gwynne Davies, find the proof needed

Having inadvertently been given the

to convict the criminals? Thus begins

ability to talk, Henry’s been told to

a series of adventures for the unlikely
pair.

keep quiet while they’re in public.
Confronted by a sleeping Gwynne,
Henry has to solve a mystery alone, all

Henry, a Jack Russell, has been given
the ability to talk - now they can't shut

while conscious of acting like a regular
dog.

him up!
Buy HENRY GOES TO THE BEACH
Buy OH, HENRY

NEWSLETTER SHORT STORY: I KNEW A JOYCE ONCE

"Shh…” The gallery owner scowled at the two women chatting loudly as he
walked by. The older lady giggled as she spotted a white price ticket attached to
his black trousers.
“You’ll get us kicked out,” the younger woman whispered.
The old lady beamed up at her carer from her wheelchair and took her hand.
“Let me give you a manicure sometime, Paula, I’ve not lost my touch, you
know.”
“I’d like that. Right now though we should be going. I just need to… ah, there
they are. Will you be OK here while I pop to the ladies?”
“Of course dear.”
“Or, do you need to…?”
“I’m fine. Happy to watch the world go by.”
As Paula walked off, the old lady’s attention turned to a tall, distinguished man in
his seventies walking towards her, smiling.
“Joyce?” he asked.
She shook her head.
The man’s smile disappeared.
It was then that she spotted the toy bear in his right hand.
The man looked down, following her gaze. “It’s my granddaughter’s. She’s in
the café with her mother. I spotted you and… I’m sorry, I really thought,…” he
said, and headed to the café, shoulders slumped.
The old lady shrugged and stared at the painting in front of her; a small boy in a
blue jacket that reminded her of someone. “I knew a Joyce once,” she said, but
didn’t expect the boy to answer, he was just a painting after all.
She was about to say something else to him when Paula walked out of the
ladies toilet, shaking her hands.
“OK,” Paula said. “Let’s go, shall we?”
“Let’s!”
“And no getting us in trouble again, OK, Joyce?”
“No dear, wouldn’t dream of it.”

You can find I KNEW A JOYCE ONCE, and many shorter short stories, in FLASHES,
my recently published shorter short story collection. The stories in SHORTS
and FLASHES were formerly published in my Story A Day Collection and my The
Fifty 5pms Fictions Collection. For more info, go to my
website https://morgenbailey.com/short-story-collections or click on the book
covers and/or buttons below.

SHORTS
Short Short Stories

FLASHES
Shorter Short Stories

This collection contains 82 stories of

This collection comprises 249 stories

500 words and over. We have crimes
afoot, characters with and without

all under 500 words. We have
revenge, luck and misfortune, sharp

friends, loves lost and found,

edges, sticky red hands, no faded

homages, heroes and zeros, humans
and non-humans, ghosts and a

circle of skin, twins, family heirlooms,

werewolf.

Chelsea buns, and scratches squeaks
and barks. With stories in first, second

With stories in first, second and third-

and third-person points of view, the

person points of view, the characters

characters live out their dreams, cling

shop, work, or go on journeys, some
not beyond their own four walls.

to former lives, and discover more

legends of history, writer's block,

than they were expecting.
Buy FLASHES

Buy SHORTS

UDEMY Creative Writing Courses
Would you like to write? Why not follow my creative
writing courses on Udemy? Two of them are now
FREE!
My June newsletter (out June 15th), will contain
discount coupons for one of the other courses.
To check out all my Udemy courses, click on the
image or on the button.
Morgen Bailey's UDEMY Creative Writing
Courses

Thank you for being my newsletter subscriber.
Feel free to share this newsletter on social media.
For all my books and the latest news, please visit my website, where
you will always get the best price for my books:
www.morgenbailey.com
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